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THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SUPERSYMMETRY�Jan KalinowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived September 16, 2002)Some theoretial aspets of the minimal supersymmetri standard modeland problems in unravelling its underlying struture are brie�y disussed.PACS numbers: 12.60.JvThe Standard Model (SM) of eletroweak interations has suessfullybeen tested at a per-mille auray at LEP [1℄. With reent luminosity up-grades of the Tevatron and HERA olliders [2℄ further tests will be possible,or hopefully �rst signals of new physis may emerge. There are many ar-guments why the SM annot be the ultimate theory, most of them linkedto the problem of mass generation and energy sales. In the SM mass gen-eration is ahieved by introduing an SU(2) doublet of salar Higgs �eldswith a non-vanishing vauum expetation value v = 246 GeV of the neutralomponent. The v is however unstable against radiative orretions leadingto the famous hierarhy problem: the presene of two vastly di�erent sales� the eletroweak sale set by the v and the sale of grand uni�ation, orPlank sale MP � 1019 GeV.A number of theoretial ideas have been proposed to deal with the hier-arhy problem, whih an broadly be lassi�ed into three ategories:� supersymmetry, whih provides a mehanism to stabilize the energygap between the v and MP against radiative orretions,� ompositeness, whih �lls the gap by postulating many intermediateenergy sales in between,� large extra dimensions, by losing the gap assuming that the MP is anapparent sale related to the fundamental one of the same order as v.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3869)



3870 J. KalinowskiFor ompositeness, no working model satisfying all preision eletroweakmeasurements exists. The extra-dimension ideas often resort to supersym-metry for stabilizing various sales that appear there, and at the same timethey provide new mehanisms of supersymmetry breaking [3℄.Supersymmetry still is the only theoretial onept that provides a highlypreditive extension of the SM and whih allows for preision alulations ofmeasurable quantities. The supersymmetri SM however is not yet a om-plete theory in the sense that the physis of all of its parameters related tothe mehanism of supersymmetry breaking is not understood. Neverthelessit is a omplete e�etive theory beause the struture of the full e�etiveLagrangian is known.Supersymmetry, being almost as old as the SM itself, was not inventedor designed to solve some of the SM problems. It turned out however,that it an beautifully aommodate or explain (at least in the tehnialsense) some of the outstanding problems of the Standard Model, like thehierarhy problem, the gauge oupling uni�ation, the radiative eletroweaksymmetry breaking. It predits the heavy top quark, provides a andidatefor dark matter, o�ers new ideas on matter asymmetry of the universe et.One of the most important impliations of the �ts to preision measure-ments, the strong indiation for a light Higgs boson mH = 85+54�34 GeV withthe 95% CL upper limit 196 GeV [1℄, is in perfet agreement with the mostrobust predition of supersymmetri extensions of the SM, i:e: the existeneof a light Higgs boson. This result fuels strong hopes for a disovery ofthe Higgs boson in near future and, hopefully, supersymmetri partiles.At present, the diret searhes for supersymmetry are searhes in the darkbeause present aelerators are not powerful enough to explore most ofthe parameter spae. Sine several talks at this meeting dealt with the ur-rent experimental limits and prospets for future supersymmetry searhes [4℄(within MSSM and beyond), I will onentrate on some theoretial aspetsof low-energy supersymmetry and address the question of unravelling theunderlying struture of the theory.Sine supersymmetry must be broken at low energy, and the mehanismof its breaking is still unknown, even the minimal supersymmetri model(MSSM) introdues more than 100 new parameters (see below). The MSSMis understood as an e�etive low energy model de�ned by three assumptions:(a) minimal partile ontent, (b) R-parity onservation, () most general softsupersymmetry breaking terms. The number of parameters an be furtherenlarged by relaxing (a) or (b), or redued by onstraining () with addi-tional assumptions on SUSY breaking mehanism.(a) Minimal partile ontent: the MSSM onsists of the SM partiles andtheir superpartners � quarks and squarks, leptons and sleptons, gaugebosons and gauginos. In addition, the MSSM ontains two hyperharge



Theoretial Aspets of Supersymmetry 3871Y = �1 Higgs doublets and their superpartners, higgsinos, whih is theminimal ontent of an anomaly-free supersymmetri model. The supersym-metri struture of the model also requires (at least) two Higgs doubletsto generate mass for up- and down-type quarks (and harged leptons). Allrenormalizable supersymmetri interations of matter super�elds, onsistentwith the baryon and lepton number onservation, follow from the superpo-tential:W = "�� hY LijH�1 L�i Ej + Y Dij H�1 Q�i Dj � Y Uij H�2Q�i Uj � �H�1H�2 i ; (1)where H, L, Q denote SU(2) doublets, E, U are SU(2) singlets of Higgs,lepton and quark super�elds, respetively, "�� ("12 = 1) ontrats SU(2)doublet �elds, Y L; Y D; Y U are the 3�3 Yukawa oupling matries and � isthe Higgs super�eld mass parameter. The matter super�elds ouple to gaugesuper�elds aording to the SU(3)�SU(2)�U(1) gauge symmetry. After thegauge symmetry breaking, the �elds with the same SU(3)�U(1)EM quantumnumbers an mix. For example, the harged mass eigenstates, harginos, arelinear ombinations of harged winos and higgsinos, while the neutralinosare mixtures of bino and neutral wino and higgsinos.(b) R-parity: sine all quantum numbers of L and H1 super�elds are iden-tial, additional terms with H1 replaed by L an appear in Eq. (1)WR= = "�� [�ijkL�i L�jEk + �0ijkL�i Q�jDk + �iL�i H�2 ℄+�00ijkUiDjDk ; (2)where the last term is also allowed by the supersymmetry and gauge stru-ture. The terms in the �rst line violate lepton number (L= ), while the lastterm violates baryon number (B= ). If all ouplings are present, one an buildan e�etive four-fermion operator QUDL mediating proton deay whih issuppressed only by the squark mass. With all ouplings of order 1 and squarkmasses of order 1 TeV it would be a disaster � proton would deay after10�10 seonds. The simplest solution to stabilize the proton is to impose adisrete symmetry de�ned as R-parityRp = (�1)3(B�L)+2S (3)whih forbids all terms in Eq. (2). With Rp onserved, proton is stable(�p > 1032 y), supersymmetri partiles are produed in pairs, the LightestSupersymmetri Partile (LSP, in most ases the lightest neutralino) is sta-ble and is a andidate for dark matter. However, to stabilize the proton itis enough to forbid either L= or B= terms. In light of non-zero neutrino massand osillations, an interesting possibility is to allow L= and forbid only B=



3872 J. Kalinowskiterms. This an be ahieved by imposing a Z3 symmetry, alled �baryonparity� [5℄, under whih �elds (Q;U;D;L;E) have Z3 harges (0; 2; 1; 2; 2),respetively. It turns out that baryon parity is the only disrete anomalyfree with the minimal partile ontent of the supersymmetri model whihallows for lepton number violation and therefore neutrino masses, preventsdimension 4 and 5 proton deay operators, but also allows the LSP deay.Whether any disrete symmetry is a real symmetry is essentially an exper-imental question, the answer to whih will teah us about the struture ofthe MSSM at high sale, and the fate of the universe.() Most general soft supersymmetry breaking terms: the minimal extensionof the SM with unbroken supersymmetry has atually fewer free parametersthan the SM in spite of large number of new �elds. However, supersymmetrymust be broken. Sine the fundamental origin of supersymmetry breakingis unknown, our ignorane an be parameterized by adding the most gen-eral soft-supersymmetry breaking terms in the salar potential [6℄ onsistentwith gauge invariane and R-parity onservationVsoft = m21jH1j2 +m22jH2j2 �m23 �"��H�1H�2 + h..�+X~f (M2~f )ij ~f�i ~fj + 12 0�X~g M~g~g~g + h..1A+"�� �ALijH�1 ~L�i ~Ej +ADijH�1 ~Q�i ~Dj +AUijH�2 ~Q�i ~Uj + h..� ; (4)where summing runs over all sfermions ( ~f = ~Q; ~U; ~D; ~L; ~E) and gauginos(~g=bino, wino, gluino). The Vsoft inludes three Higgs mass parameters m2i ,�ve Hermitian 3�3 salar squared-mass matries M2~f , three omplex 3�3trilinear salar ouplings A and three omplex Majorana gaugino massesM~g. Exploiting global symmetries of the model, one �nds [7℄ 105 new pa-rameters in addition to 19 SM ones bringing total number of independentparameters to 124. Among the new ones are 36 real mixing angles and 40CP-violating phases in the sfermion setor, and 3 CP-violating phases in thehiggsino/gaugino setor. With so many parameters it is hard to aept theMSSM as a fundamental theory. Moreover, the model exhibits phenomeno-logially bad features, like unsuppressed FCNC and CP-violating phenom-ena. As a result, most of the 124-parameter spae is already exluded. TheMSSM is viable only at very speial regions of the full parameter spae.The gauge oupling uni�ation, however, suggests that physis mightbe simpler at or near the uni�ation sale, and the Renormalization-GroupEquations (RGE) an provide the link between low- and high-sale theories.There are two general approahes along these lines.



Theoretial Aspets of Supersymmetry 3873The top-down approah imposes a partiular struture on the soft SUSYbreaking terms at a ommon high energy sale (suh as the GUT or Planksale) and the RGE are used to derive the low-energy MSSM parameters.This approah is usually haraterized by the senario in whih supersymme-try breaking is mediated to the visible setor. Several theoretial senarioshave been examined in some detail: for example gravity-, gauge-, anomaly-and gaugino-mediated supersymmetry breaking. Eah one is haraterizedby a handful of independent parameters whih makes the phenomenologialanalyses of low-energy theory muh simpler and more preditive.However the top-down approah may be too restritive: the phenomeno-logially viable region of 124-parameter spae is larger than any RGE-derivedregion of the above senarios. Moreover, our imagination of devising high-sale supersymmetry-breaking senarios is ertainly limited.The bottom-up approah uses the RGE as a telesope to explore thehigh-energy physis by exploiting the low-energy experimental input to themaximum extent possible. At present only the experimental limits on theparameter spae an be used to gain some insight on high-energy theory.However, in future, one supersymmetry is disovered, we will have manyexperimental measurements. Reent ollider studies [8℄ have shown howthe low-energy supersymmetry Lagrangian parameters an be reonstrutedfrom preision measurements at future linear aelerators. It is important toperform the above reonstrution independently of any theoretial assump-tions [9℄ (in pratie, loop-orretions will indue some model-dependene).This is a neessary requirement for verifying experimentally any relationsamong them when extrapolated to high sales. Although suh extrapola-tions extend over 13 orders of magnitude, they an be arried out in a stableway in supersymmetri theories [10℄.We are still far from understanding all possible faets of the MSSM, notto mention non-minimal supersymmetri models. Nevertheless, low-energysupersymmetry remains the most elegant solution to the hierarhy problemand provides a possible link to high sales where partile physis meetsgravity.Work supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) Grant 5 P03B 119 20.REFERENCES[1℄ T. Saeki, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3831 (2002) these proeedings and referenestherein.[2℄ M. Petteni, Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3855 (2002) these proeedings; K. �liwa,Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3861 (2002) these proeedings; M. Wolter, Ata Phys.Pol. B33, 2915 (2002) these proeedings; A. Mehta, Ata Phys. Pol. B33,3937 (2002) these proeedings.
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